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 Research project Lively Border. Nature Tourism and

History Politics in the Finnish-Russian-Norwegian
Border Region (UEF, Kone Foundation)
 New ways of seeing the human – nature

relationship in the fields of ecotourism and public
remembrance in the Green Belt of Fennoscandia
 Culture, nature and human existence are intertwined,

and they all cross national borders
 One ”branch”: Green Museum – how the museums in

the Finnish Karelia have represented their (cultural)
relationship with nature

”Borders separate. Nature unites!” (European Green Belt Association)
In 1970 satellite pictures revealed a
green belt of forest along the FinnishRussian border

Cooperation in the area of nature
conservation
Green Belt of Fennoscandia, a network
of protected areas near the borders of
Finland, Russia and Norway
Irony: European Green Belt exists
because of the iron curtain and national
border zones
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“The European Green Belt, our shared natural heritage
along the line of the former Iron Curtain, is to be
conserved and restored to function as an ecological
network connecting high-value natural and cultural
landscapes, whilst respecting the economic, social and
cultural needs of local communities.”
The vision of the European Green Belt Association,
http://www.europeangreenbelt.org/association.html
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 Urbanisation, feeling of losing a way of

life
 New museology: towards communities
 Environmental thinking
 United Nations Conference on the

Human Environment (Stockholm 1972)
 “The air we breathe is not the property
of any one nation, we share it. The big
oceans are not divided by national
frontiers, they are our common
property” (Olof Palme)
 Museums & environmentalism
 Museums and Environment Conference

(Bordeaux 1972)
 The Round Table of Santiago (Chile
1972)
 Ecomuseum ideology

“By regarding heritage as both cultural and natural, the
Convention reminds us of the ways in which people
interact with nature, and of the fundamental need to
preserve the balance between the two.”
The World Heritage Convention (1972)

”Protecting the natural environment is often closely
linked to safeguarding a community’s cosmology, as well
as other examples of its intangible cultural heritage.”
UNESCO Intangible Heritage domains:
Nature and the Universe (2003)

 Convention on the
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Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage (2003)
 Communities, participation,
sense of identity, wiki-list
 Knowledge and practices
concerning nature and the
universe, Finnish list:

Everyman’s rights, Finnish forest relationship, foraging for wild
greens and herbs, picking mushrooms, traditional healing,
hunting tradition and the Finnish Spitz, winter seine fishing on
lake Puruvesi, tar burning on pits, knowhow regarding the
Finnhorse, building/sailing on clinker boats

 Where are the cultural

borders?
 Heritage is not tied to

language or nationality
 “Eastern influences” on

the living heritage list
 A unitary historical
Carelian cultural area on
both sides of the border
 The cultural (and genetic)
east/west border is in
many ways “in the middle”
of Finland
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 Nature is an integral part of cultural heritage
 Natural sights and their meaning for public identity and

public memory
 Talk about nature’s health benefits
 Sustainable development, climate change
 The changes in museums’ work vs. borders between art
history/ cultural history / natural history

“Lost” scenery
from the shores of
lake Ladoga
Picture:
National Board of
Antiquities

• Traditional view: Livelihood, natural
science
• Landscape and culture
• Nature as a sideshow, aesthetics,
photographs, the Karelian scenery
• Landscape across the border(s)

• Cosmological exhibitions
• Ancient myths, astronomy, science,
spirituality, bedrock & rock, water
systems
• ”Our place in the universe”
Women interacting with nature in Koli (1915)
Picture: National Board of Antiquities

 Loss and remembrance
 South Karelia: Karelian

isthmus
 North Karelia: northern
“Ladoga Karelia”

 Borderland identity
 Myths, sing poetry,

spirituality, Kalevala
 War history
 Forest Finland,
wilderness
 National scenery

 ”Ecomuseums”
 Sense of place, local

distinctiveness
 Active citizenship,
transferring local tradition
 Environmental thinking,
sustainability
 Ilomantsi museum

foundation, Pielinen Museum
 North Karelia Biosphere
Reserve 1992 (part of
UNESCO’s program Man and
the Biosphere)
 Example: Great carnivores as
cultural and societal objects

 War history sites and local

identity
 Nature and history
intertwined
Picture from Öykkösenvaara War
Historical Area managed by a local
non-governmental organisation

